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INTRODUCTION 
T.he four-spined stickleback, AReltes guadracus, is 
treated lightly in ichthyological literature. E1der (1881) 
described the embryological development, as well as the 
nest building habits and the secretory and reproductive 
structures of the male. Kuntz and P~dclifte (1915) de-
scl""ibed the eggs, embryology, and lanai development.. Oox 
(1923) described the regional variation in dorsal spines 
in the z~Iaritime Provinces. Merriman and Schedl (1941) gave 
an excellent account of the effects ot light and temperature 
on gametogenesis in this species.. Various local forms of 
this stickleback were listed as Gasterosteus guadracus by 
Mitchill (1814; original description), as Gasterosteus 
a:eelte.!, by Cuvier and Valenciennes (1829) ,, and as Gaster-
osteus millepunctatus by Ayres (18l~2).. These forms <&•rere 
described chiefly on the basis of coloration. Dekay (1842) 
first proposed the use of the generic name~eltes. Eigen-
mann (1886) was the first to recognize the existence ot 
but a single species, Apeltes guadragus. Here the species 
stands today .. 
To the best of this writer•s ltnowledge, no comprehen-
sive investigation or variation in the four-spined stickle-
back has ever been attempted. It is the purpose of this 
study to examine the nature and extent of variation of mer-
iv 
ist~c characters in Apeltes ~adracus~ with a lo~t toward 
possible intraspecific levels or speciation. 
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More than eight hundred specimens ot Apeltes guadracus 
'tlere examined during the course of this study.. The abbrev-
iations used for the institutions from which the specimens 
were obtained are as follows: 
BU Boston University 
OBL Chesapeake Biological I;aboratory, Maryland 
Department of Research and Education 
CU Cornell University 
MOZ Museum of Comparative Zoology 11 Harvard University 
ROM Royal Ontario Museum 
USNM United States National Museum. 
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Specimens examinedl 
Gulf of Saint Lawrence -- US~UM 83651 (3, 50-58mm); 
Magdolen IsJ:and; August, 1917; Philip Cox. 
Prince Edward Island-- ROM 12713 (17 9 . 27-44mm); 
Bideford River, Malpeque Bay; September 12, 1934. 
New Brunswick -- ROM 16569 (25, 25-46mm); ~Miramichi 
River at Newcastle; June-November, 1942. 
Nova Scotia -- USNM 117692 (4,. 30-50mm}; Mitchell Be.y, 
Halifax; July 18, 1939; University of New Brunswick. 
ROM 12152 (9, 32-4lmm); Pond at Glasgow Head, Canso; Sep-
tember 2 9 : 1901. 
Maine -- USNM 91423 (25, 28-48mm); Winter Harbor; June 
2, 1915. MCZ 34173 (19, 25-38mm); Oranberr.y Isle; July, 
1931; W. O. Schroeder. USm( 83689 (25, 32-44mm); Porters 
Lodge Creek, Freeport; October 21, 1906; w. o. Kendall. 
USNM 13915 (2, 33-45mm); Casco Bay, Portl~d; 1873; u. s. 
Fish Commission. 
MassaChusetts -- MCZ 6742 (26, 22·35mm); Salem; R. H. w. 
BU lVHK5946 (25, 34-50mm); Broad Cove, o.6 mi. N. of Hingham 
Center on Mass. rte .. 3A, Hingham; June 11, 1959; Krueger, 
Goudey.. BU 11HK5948 (7, 32-39mm); Salt ~ay on Eastman Road 
off }lass. rte. 128, North Cohasset; June 1.1, 1959; Kroeget\, 
Goudey. BU. WHK5956 (23, l8-42mm); Sou~ River, at junct. 
Willow and Ocean Streets, Marshfield; June 30, 1959; Krueger, 
S\'reeney, Goudey. BU RHG5932 (10$. 29-:58mm); Lewis Pond and 
Macombers Creek, Marshfield Hills; April 26, 1959; Gibbs. 
Vii 
MOZ 6700 (9, 33-49mm); Provincetow.n. MCZ 6762 (9~ 26-32mm); 
Provincetown; 1870. CU 31175 (22, 21~34mm); Pond 0.1 mi. No 
junct • l4ass • rte e 28 on Ma.ss.. rte.. 149, Barnstable County; 
June 23, 1957; B .. B. and S .. E .. Collette. BU WHK596l (30, 22-
44 mm); Fresh Pond Stream, on dirt road off Iviass .. rte .. 28, 
Viii 
No of Falmouth; August 24, 1959; Krueger, Sweeney. CU 13187 
(25, 19-34mm); Sisiwisset, near Woods Hole,. Barnstable County; 
... ilugust 21, 1947; Evans.. CU 30469 (25, 18-3lmm); Coonamesset 
River at Mass .. rte .. 28, Falmouth; August 22, 1956; Collette, 
Gibbs, Savage. 
Connecticut -- US~~~ 14002 (17, 18-29.mm); Ram Point, 
Noank; September 19, 1874; U. s.. Fish Commission. CU 34085 
(3, 22·38mm); West arm Niantic B.ay; October 26, 1955; Slater. 
New York -- CU 27020 (25, 28-36mm); Rensselaer; Septem-
ber 4, 1934; Flanigan, Halle MCZ 6725 (17, l9-28mm); ~e 
Beach; 1860; Huntington. CU 22817 (20, 24-4lmm); Acabonack 
Harbor,, Springs; March 28, 1952; Gordon, Fischer,: Lidicker. 
BU WHK5964 (18, 23-32mm); Creek flowing into Lake MontaUk 
at ~iontauk Airport, East Lake Drive, Montauk; September 11, 
19591 Krueger, Krueger. OU 6289 (25 9 21-40mm); Middle Pond, 
Atlantic Drive, SUffolk County; July 12, 1938; Koster, BiShop, 
Stone. CU 26861 (11, 18-37mm); Bergen Beach, Long Island; 
July 11. 1938; Bishop. CU 27330 (4, 36-38mm); Coeym~•s 
Oreek, near mouth, Coeymans; August 29, 1934; Bishop. OU 
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30299 (4, 23-27mm); Peconic River, 0.3 mi. s. junct RR and 
Edwards Ave.; July 7, 1956; B. B. and S. E. Collette. OU 
33200 (6, 24-35mm); Oonnetquot River, at Veteran•s Memorial 
Highway,, Suffolk County; September 20, 1958; Collette, Miller$ 
cu 23614 (25, 27-42mm); Babylon, SUff'olk County; September 
12, 1948; Evans. CU 23635 (13, 22-28mm); Long Island, 15 
mi. E. of Lindenhurst; July 15, 19~~; Pollock. 
Pennsylvania-- MCZ 6680 (25, 22-40mm); Schuylkill 
River.. OU 29603 (1, 40mm); Harvey's Lake, Luzerne County; 
June, 1951; Penn. Fish Commission. 
New Jersey -- MOZ 6750 (25, 22-32mm); Somer's Point; 
1864.. US~llJI 118377 (25, 26-46mm); Barnegat Bay, off Waretown; 
April 19, 1932; Bureau of' Fisheries.. MOZ 34426 (5, 38-44mm); 
Barnegat Bay; September 10, 1930; w. c. Schroeder. 
Maryland -- USNM 91175 (15, 31-43mm); Oxford; September 
10, 1931. OU 14198 (1, 42mm); Chesapeake Bay, Solomons; 
June 14, 1937; Vladykov.. USNM 91169 (22, 29-56mm); Solomons; 
June 28, 1922.. OU 23573 (25, 22-34mm); Patuxent River at 
So1omon•s Island; August 27, 1953; Rm1ey, Robins, Woo1cott, 
Mansueti. OU 23524 (25, 20-26mm); Patuxent River at Bowler's 
Point; August 27, 1953; Raney, Robins, Woo1cott, Mansueti. 
OU 14170 (4, 24-27mm); Point Patience, Solomons; July 2, 
1936J ·Vladykov. OBL 1 (25, 26-43mm); OBL pier area; Feb-
ruary 11, 1959; Sch'tfartz. CBL 2 (25, 22-34mm); CBL pier 
area; June 18, 1959; Schwartz.. OBL 3 (25, 24-36mm); CBL 
pier area; October 21, 1959; Schwartz .. 
Virginia -- OU 9898 (12, 30-48mm); RappahaDllOClt River 
at Fredericksburg; !(arch 28, 1941; Lachner, Pf'eif'ter, Raney. 
USNM 91168 (18, 34-46mm); Rappahannock River, Oorrotoman 
River and Mosquito Point; April 17-20, 1922; Schroedere 
USl\nii 91170 (9, 33-47mm); York River, below YorktOl'-1Jl; April 
13-15, 1922; Schroeder. 
Burma-- USNM 89505 (11, 32-42mm); Sing Bing; April 
26, 1884; A. K. Fisher. 
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Random samples ir.Tere taken from collections representing 
localities scattered throughout the range (Bigelow and 
Schroeder,, 1953: 312) of Apelt.es, from the Maritime Provinces 
to Virginia. Wherever possible, a sample ot twenty-five 
specimens was counted, although admittedly this m~ intro-
duce some sampling error. Counts were made of the total 
number of dorsal spines, dorsal fin rays, and anal fin rays. 
Early in the study it. t1as found that pectoral and caudal. 
rays were relatively invariable; thus these two counts were 
abandoned. To ascertain tv'hether any correlation might eJcist 
between vertebrae and dorsal rays and/or anal rays, samples 
were used from nine collections which represented a wide 
range of habi ta:tts, as well as a wide range in spine and ray 
counts. These \'~ere X-rayed on Kodak Ortho film at 58 killi-
volte and 7 milliamperes, with an exposure time of five min-
utes. The vertebrae were then counted from the negatives 
under the dissecting microscope. Due to limitations in the 
apparatus and/or tecl~ique, only the Iarger specimens, with 
a standard length of 30mm or more, could be accurately 
cotnLted. Further, even in the larger specimens the caudal 
vertebrae were sometimes too indistinct to give a reliable 
count, and consequently the~ae specimens t'iere omitted<~~ Thus 
most sample counts of vertebrae are smaller than the eorre-
sponding spine and ray counts. 
To show the relationship between spines and rays, 
scatter diagrams were prepared and correlation coefficients 
(r) obtained using the method outlined by Snedecor (1953: 
138-141). For this aspect of the study the f'ifty-one col-
lections examined were narrowed do\f.n to thirty-eight. The 
Burma collection was omitted. wherever two collections 
were from the same locality, only the larger of the two 
was used. l~ere more than two occurred, the sample show-
ing intermediate means was chosen. Collections containing 
fewer than nine specimens were not treated statistically. 
The collections omitted here, by the nature of their dis-
persion, could not possibly affect the overall picture. 
To permit an easy visual analysis of the variation 
encountered here, modified Dice-Leraas (1936) diagrams were 
constructed after Hubbs &ld Hubbs {1953), with the samples 
arranged in geographical order, from north to south. 
Tables 1-4 give the frequency distributions of the charac-
t,ers examined,. and are similarly arranged. A map is includ-
ed showing the distribution of the collections examined. 
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VARU'!'IOl\f IN APELTES QUADM,CUS 
"typicaltt or modal four-spined stickleback has 
thirty-two vertebrae, t1..relve dorsal rays, nine anal 1 ... a.ys, 
and four dorsal spines, with one spine attached to the an-
terior edge of' the soft dorsal tin and three tree spines 
in front of it.. However, vertebrae 1rtere found to va'f.1' from 
thirty to thirty-three, dorsal rays from nine to fourteen, 
anal rays from seven to eleven, and dorsal spines from two 
to six. Only one specimen was found to have two spines, 
and this '!ttas clearly an abnormal! ty; the first and fourth 
spines were perfectly developed, while numbers two and 
three were represented by small dermal papillae, indicating 
arrested development. 
The pattern of variation was in general extremely ir-
regular. No significant correlation between vertebrae and 
the other characters considered was apparent. Cor1~la.tion 
coefficients obtained tor vertebrae and spines, vertebrae 
l 
and dorsal rays, and vertebrae and anal rays were -0.374, 
-0.381, and -0.019 respectively. Similarly, no significant 
correlation exists between spines and dorsal rays, or between 
spines and anal rays, with coefficients of' -0.238 and -0.134 
respectively. Figures 1 and 2 reveal that in both cases 
the pattern approaches circularity (r = o). Good correlation 
\i'as obtained, however, between dorsal and anal rays (r = 
0.747), as indicated by Figure 3. An explanation for this 
pattern of variation will be attempted later. 
Figure 4 indicates a slight tendency for vertebrae 
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to decrease in number in clinal fashion from north to south. 
Spines and dorsal and anal rays show no suCh tendency. 
Figures 5,. 6 and 7 show that these characters vary in an 
irregular, wavy line from north to south, with no signif-
icant differences between values at either end of the range. 
Individual differences between isolated populations, how-
ever, are considerable. Indeed, on the basis of the criteria 
used by modern systematists to separate fish populations 
taxonomically, A2eltes guadracus could be divided into sev-
eral subspecies and races. Ginsburg (1938) proposed that 
species, subspecies and races be separated on the basis of 
the degree of divergence of the principal character, mean-
ing the character which shows the greatest divergence. With 
dorsal rays as the principal character here, Figure 5 reveals 
the amount of separation possible. Using Hubbs and Perl-
mutter•s (19428 5) method of comparing populations by the 
relative length and position of their standard error rec-
tangles, the New York populations of Rensselaer and Linden-
hurst are seen to be distinctly different, with odds of sig-
nificance of well over 5,000,000 to 1. According to 
G1nsburg 8s criteria (1938: 260-61) 9 these two populations 
should be classed as separate species, with a divergence of 
94%. A brief comparison of morphometric characters (Table 
5) reveals that the two populations are virtually identical 
in body proportions. 
Some may argue that these two popula~ions do not afford 
a fair comparison, since the Lindenhurst collection is much 
smaller and perhaps does not show a normal distribution. 
T.nen,comparing the Rensselaer with the Babylon, New York 
sample, Where N = 25 1n both cases, the odds of significance 
are still better than 59 000,000 to 1, and the two popula-
tions diverge 86%. T.nis is at the upper limit of Ginsburg's 
criteria for subspecies. Similarly, comparing the Babylon 
and Acabonack Harbor, New York samples, the odds ot signif-
icance obtained are approximately 500 to 1 and. the popula-
tions diverge to the extent ot 64.5%, l~ll within Ginsburg's 
criteria for races. T.he Schuylkill River, Pennsylvania 
and Somer•s Point, New Jersey samples show odds ot signif-
icance of about 10,000 to l and diverge 72%, above the upper 
limit set by Ginsburg for races. 
Figure 5 reveals that many other populations are sep-
arable at least to races, and some to subspecies, on the 
basis of these crit.eria. Figures 6 and 7 show that ar.~.al 
rays and d.orsal spines could be used to separate these pop-
ulations 1n similar fashion., although Ginsburg (1939: '20) 
states that little weight should be placed on. any character 
other than the principal character. However, the New York 
popula~ions discussed above appear to form a local cline 
with respect to dorsal rays as well as to anal rays.. As 
the distribution map shows~ many gaps exist between collec-
tions along the range o~ the species.. More extensive sam-
pling might well reveal the presence o~ numerous other 
local clines.. I ~eel that lrlhere gradients exist, no nomen-
ala to rial status should be applied to the populations con-
cerned.. Furthermore~ ~or any two given stickleback popula-
tions, no matter how widely divergent, any number o~ inter-
grading populations can be ~ound throughout the range of 
the species .. 
Tone evidence then suggests that the variation encount-
ered may not have a genetic basis, and that therefore no 
intraspecific categories should be recognized.. We must 
then look to an environmental explanation for the pattern 
of variation .. 
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VARIATION IN OTHER SPECIES 
Numerous field and experimental studies have revealed 
correlations between certain environmental factors and mer-
istic characters in fishes. Schmidt (1917, 1919) Showed 
that the number of dorsal rays in L@biste~ _re_t~i.c~ul~a~t~u~s in-
creased with increasing temperature~ althou~1 the characters 
were also genetically controlled. Similarly~ Schultz (1926) 
found that the number of anal rays 1n Notemigonus crysoleucas 
increased from north to south~ although caudal vertebrae 
and lateral line scales sho\~d no such correlation. In con-
trast~ Hubbs (1922) found that the vertebrae, lateral line 
scales and anal rays of Notre~+,~ atherinoid~ showed sig-
nificantly higher counts at lower temperatures, while Lepomis 
macrochirus showed a similar correlation for vertebrae~ 
dorsal spines, and dorsal and ~l rays. Weisel {1955) 
found that while the dorsal and anal rays of two cyprinids, 
Riqhardsonius balteatus and Ptychopheilus oregon~nse tended 
to var.y inversely with water temperature, the correlation 
was far from perfect e~d many local exceptions existed. 
Schmidt's (1920) work on the affect of temperature and sal-
inity on the number of vertebrae of Zoarces viviparus re-
vealed that while a change could be induced in a population 
under different conditions, no difference appeared between 
two populations ttnder the same condit1ons. Schmidt (1921) 
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showed that the vertebrae of Salmo trutta were fewest at 
an intermediate temperature, and increased in number at both 
higher and lower temperatures. Gabriel (19l~) and Dannev1g 
(1950), meanwhile~ obtained an increase in the number of 
vertebrae with decreasing temperature in Fundulus hetero-
clitus and Pleuronectes platessa respectively. 
While many more such studies could be cited~ these few 
serve to illustrate the point that at present no simple rule 
can be formulated to explain the effect of the environment 
on all fishEHh 
Perhaps the moat illuminating of all. experimental 
studies, and most pertinent to this paper, are those of 
Ta:ning (1952) and Heuts (1947, 1949). Taning produced stat-
istically significant differences in numbers of vertebrae 
and fin rays in Salmo trutta by varying temperature during 
development, and obtained somewhat lesser differences in 
vertebral counts by varying oxygen and carbon dioxide ten-
sions. The temperature experiments are most interesting. 
Tan.ing found that each meris'tic character has its O'Wn super-
sensitive period--a period during development when a change 
in temperature is most effective in altering the final num-
ber of segment,s laid .dO'Wno The determination of the number 
of vertebrae occurred earliest, followed closely by the anal 
rays, whose phenocritical period actually began shortly 
before that of the vertebrae ended~ The determination of 
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the dorsa1 end pectora1 rays began much 1ater in ontogeny~ 
and each at about the same time.. Taning found that the num-
ber of vertebrae was lowest at about 60 0 and increased 
with both increasing and decreasing temperatures.. Fin rays 
showed an opposite effect, with highest values at an inter-
mediate temperature, and decreasing values at both increas-
ing and decreasing temperatures.. Taning then ran, over a 
three year period, a series of three experiments in which 
the eggs of two different pairs of trout were developed at 
three or four different constant temperatures.. In the first 
two series, all the trout used were different.. In the third, 
the same male was used to fertilize the eggs of two differ-
ent tamales.. The offspring of both pairs in L11 three series 
showed average values for dorsal and pectoral rays which 
'tWre amazingly similar at any given temperature.. Vertebrae 
and anal rays, however, showed distinctly different values 
tor each of the two pairs in the first two series; yet in 
the third series, where all of the offspring l'lere halt-
sisters, the average values for these segments were almost 
identical .. 
Taning concluded that the number of vertebl.'"ae, and in 
part the number of anal rays, were mainly determined geno-
typically, early in the development lihen the egg·.' s vitelline 
membrane is impermeable to sa1ts and partly to \fater.. Dor-
sal and pectoral rays, on the other hand, developing much 
~ater, are influenced by environmental factors to a far 
greater extent, and thus are determined phenotypically. 
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Heuts (1947) experimented with two morphological~y and 
physiologically distinct Belgian populations of sticklebacks, 
Gasterosteus aculeatus0 !hose characterized by small body 
size and lo.w mean p~a;ts numbers he designated type .A; those 
with high mean plate numbers type B. The type in Belgium 
is found in fresh water; the B type in or near the sea. 
Intermediates are found in both populations, but occur only 
with low frequency. 
When the A types were exposed to sea water at 100 c, 
those individuals having higher plate numbers showed a sig-
nificantly longer survival time. When placed 1n fresh water 
at high temperatures (25°-28° 0), the opposite was true, the 
individuals with low plate numbers being selected tor. linen 
the zygotes or both types A and B were exposed to varying 
conditions of temperature and salinity, a distinct selective 
action was revealed, the offspring of the A types showing a 
considerably higher percentage of eggs hatching at l:.ow sal-
inities, and R offspring a higher percentage at high salin-
ities. Reciprocal crosses of A and B types produced orr-
spring whose sal!nity tolerances resembled that of the fe-
male parent. 
Heuts concluded that two adaptive peaks exist 1n 
Gasteroateus aculeatus, one for high and one for low sal-
9 
1n1t1es, and that the selective values or the hybrid eggs 
prevents an intermediate adaptive peak. Thus, lfhile morph-
ological intergrades do occur, they belong physiologically 
and ecologically to one or the other group. 
It Should be noted that while mean vertebrae and plate 
numbers were distinctly different in the and B types, the 
number of fin rays was essentially the same. Heuts (1949) 
was able to induce wide means in tin ray numbers by vary-
ing the temperature of the A type eggs at low salinities, 
and or the B type eggs at high salinities. In both cases, 
higher means were produced at low temperatures.. Thus both 
forms are similarly modifiable by temperature within their 
own habite:t.s .. 
The findings or Taning and Heuts may be interrelated 
and applied to Apeltes guadracus,: to otter a plausible tc it 
unverifiable, explanation tor the pattern or variation in 
this speciese 
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DISCUSSION 
If vertebrae are determined genotypically, "allowance 
being made for the active temperature" (Tani:ng, 1952: 190), 
then Apeltes guadracus may or may not be subject to spe-
ciation. Figure 4 reveals that only the Barnstable, Mass. 
and York River, Va. collections are out of line, liith modes 
of 31 rather than 32 and consequently Iower means.. However, 
the difference between the two most divergent means is only 
one vertebra. Taning (1952) was able to produce a mean 
difference of li vertebrae by a change of 6° 0 during the 
phenocritical period (p. 179), and a difference of 3 .. 2 vert-
ebrae with a greater change in temperature (p. 182), all in 
offspring from the same parents. The lOlf means in the Barn-
stable and Yorlt River collections could,, then, conceivably 
be explained by a low water temperature during development, 
perhaps early in the spawning season.. Obviously, no con-
clusion can be made without actual experimentation with 
Apeltes itself. SuCh work has not yet been done, but lies 
in plans for the future .. 
The close correlation between dorsal and anal rays in 
Apeltes indicates that their phenocritical periods probably 
coincidEh In Taning' a ( 1952) words, aa It .. " .. there 1 s a 
certain correlation between a couple of characters, it is 
partly due to the fact that the Characters considered are 
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determined more or less at the same time duri11g the ontog-
eny" (p .. 180).. If the number of dorsal. &ld anal rays is 
determined phenotypically, then an expl&lation for the 't•tide 
diversity of means encountered in these characters may lie 
in the diversity of the species' habitat.. T.he sticklebacks 
examined 1n this study represent populations which range 
all the way from the coastal sea up into ponds and rivers 
well above tidewater.. Most of the collections were made 
in bays, harbors,, tidal creeks and river mouths, where the 
salinity is almost certainly variable.. While no figures 
are available to support this, it appears logical that for 
any given locality along the coast the temperatures for 
fresh water and sea water will seldom be in agl~ement.. T.hus 
li.nere these waters merge, the tidal influence may produce 
wide ra11ges in temperature twice daily.. Although. Taning 
did not divulge the effect of a sudden change in temperature 
on fin rays, he was able to produce a mean difference of 
2i anal. rays in progeny reared at different constant tem-
peratures .. 
Furthermore, Apeltes seems to have a rather long spalm.-
ing season.. I have examined males in breeding color as 
early as April 26 in MassaChusetts. Kuntz and Radcliffe 
(1915: 134) reported taking gravid females at Woods Hole 
as late as July 24.. Certainly a wide range in water tem-
peratures must occur over this period, with perhaps a wide 
• range in the number of fin rays produced as &1 immediate 
result. Once again9 only experimentation can provide the 
final answere 
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At this point it should be remembered that dorsal spines 
shol'red no ap:preciable correlation with any of the other 
characters considered here. A correlation does exist, how-
ever, between spine number and salinity. This is the most 
interesting aspect of this study. 
Cox (1923) reported that the percentage ot five-spined 
individuals of Apeltes in the Maritime Provinces increased 
steadily with a decrease in salinitye Samples collected in 
the Bay of Fundy region showed few or no five-spined indiv-
iduals, \..rhile those taken in the Jliliramichi estuary contained 
five-spined specimens in numbers ranging from 56-lOO%. A 
similar correlation has been found in the course of this 
study. While salinity data are generally unavailable, those 
collections taken from waters which are undeniably fresh, 
such as the Miramiehi River in Nel<I Brunswick 111 the po:1.1d at 
Barnstable, Massachusetts, the Schuylkill River in Pennsyl-
vania and the Peconic River in New York 111 show strong modes 
of fi~e spines. Conversely, those from waters of probable 
high salinities,, suCh as the three from Maine, the Broad 
Cove and Provincetown samples from ]l!assachusetts, and the 
Somer's Point sample from New Jersey, show a strong mode of 
four spines. In the three collections from the Chesapeake 
Biological Lab pier area, where Frarut Schwartz (personal 
communication) reports salinities varying from about 5 to 
13 o/oo, four and five-spined individuals seem to occur in 
equal numbers. 
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T.he correlation is far from perfect. The Rensselaer 
sample from New York shows a clear mode of four spines. No 
locality is given, but these specimens were almost certainly 
taken from the Hudson River or one of its tribttt&l,.ies, pre-
sumea'bly above tidewater. Similarly, the South River, 
Massachusetts sample--again wi~ a mode of four spines--
was collected.above tidewater along with such species as 
~ n1ser, Notropis bifrenatus, Ngtemigonus crysoleucas 
&1d Lepomi~ gibbosus. Furthermore, sticltlebacks in breed-
ing condition have been collected in Lewis Pond, Mass-
achusetts by me and by others. This pond is distinctly 
fresh, containing such species as I;talurus nebulosus, Per£! 
flavescens and Ngtemigonus c£1soleucas. Here again a mode 
of four spines was found. Due to the depth and turbidity 
of the water, actual spawning could not be observed. It 
is conceivable that the st.icklebacks were not actually 
spawning, but had merely wandered into the pond, which is 
accessible only at high tide via a tidal creek into which 
it drains.. Numerous sticklebacks in breeding cond.i tion were 
found in the creek. 
Information as to the local migrations of £peltes is 
non-existent. Granted that the wanderdng hypothesized above 
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is within the realm of probability 9 then ~1e discrepancies 
encountered in the Rensselaer and South River samples might 
similarly be explained by migration. The Rensselaer col-
lection m~ have been taken just above tidewater; the South 
River fish were ver.y near to salt water. 
Granted that exceptions do exist, whether explainable 
by migration or not, there nevertheless is a correlation 
between spine number and salinity. There may exist in A~eltes 
guad~acus a mechanism similar to that discovered by Heuts 
in Gasterosteus aguleat~,; namely, that individuals with 
low spine numbers are selected for at high salinities, and 
those with high spine numbers are selected for at low sal-
inities. This conviction is somewhat strengthened by the 
fact that nearly all the six-spined indiViduals '~re talten 
from waters either unmistakably fresh or on the fresh side 
of brackish, while nearly all the three-spined specimens 
came from waters near the other end of the salinity scale. 
The occurrence of both four and five-spined individuals in 
brackish waters may then be due to free intergradation of 
the two adaptive types where their environments overlap. 
Some may argue that since Heuts 1 two adaptive types 
showed distinctly.different vertebral counts, the same sit-
uation should occur in Apeltes. However, as noted before, 
correlations apparent for one species need not hold true for 
any other species. The number of spines may be a selective 
factor unrelated to the number ot vertebrae, just as in 
Heuts•s adaptive types,, where plate numbers proved to be 
a selective factor unrelated to the number of' tin rays. 
In Apeltes too, the number of f'in rays shows no appat">f!nt 
correlation with salinity. 
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It should be noted that these facts also support the 
possibility that spine numbers are determined directly by 
salinity. For the present, I feel that choosing bet\teen the 
tli'O is a matter of preference. Experimentation may resolve 
the question. In addition, other less plausible explana-
tions could be given. Spine numbers may be genotypically 
determined irrespective of salinity. Or, spine numbers 
be a function of temperature, as appears to be the case 
with tin rays. lcnowledge of the sequence of determination 
ot the various characters mignt be very useful here; how-
ever, neither Byder (1881) nor Kuntz and Radcliffe (1915) 
touch on this aspect of ontogeny. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
In the light of recent experimental findings, especial-
ly those of Taning (1952) and Heuts (1947, 1949), no defin-
ite conclusion can be reached as to why the characters con-
sidered here vary as they do; nor can subspecies or races 
be named with any certainty.. Taning has show.n. that the 
vertebrae ot Salmo trutta are determined genotypically, 
although their mean numbers may be controlled by the tem-
perature during development. If this is true in Apeltes, 
then genetically distinct populations below the rank of 
species may or may not exist, depending on whether or not 
the plaaticity of vertebrae in res~onse to temperature is 
sufficient to explain the variation encountered. 
Dorsal and anal rays are apparently determined at 
about the same time in ontogeuv, and appear to vary \fidely 
with differences in temperature, irrespective of salinity~ 
Dorsal spines are correlated with salinity"' The pre-
dominance of five-spined individuals in fresh water and 
four-spined individuals in salt \'later suggests that natura.l 
selection may favor those individuals in their respective 
habitats, thus ma±ntaining genetically distinct populations. 
That spine numbers are determined directly by salinity is 
perhaps equally plausible. I. prefer the formal"' explanation. 
The solution lies in future l>"ork. The samples exa.m-
,• 
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1ned here present a general picture o~ variation in Apeltes 
guadracus. The explanations advanced are based on the best 
ot moder.n-d~ knowledge ot variation. Experimentation alone 
can determine their validity, and perhaps a:nsl'ter the un-
solved questions. 
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Table 1. Frequency distribution of dorsal spines in 
Apeltes guadracus~ listed by collections. 
Localif,y L2 4 5. 6 l'i 
-
..z SD SE 
Iv!agdolen I.»; G. St. L. 3 3 4.0 
-Bideford R. 9. P.E. I .. 11 6 17 4.35 .492 .119 Miremichi R., N.B. 2 23 25 4.92 o277 e0 55 
Mitchell Bay, N .. s. 3 1 4 4.25 ·500 e250 
Canso,. N .. s .. 5 4 9 4.44 o527 el76 
Winter Harbor, Me. 25 25 4.oo 
- -Oranberey I .. , Me .. 16 3 19 4.16 ·374 .086 
Freeport, 1J!e. 17 8 25 4.32 .476 o095 
Casco Bay, JY!e" 2 2 4.oo 
-Salem, I-~ass. 24 2 26 4.08 ·272 .os:; 
Broad Cove, ]!Ie.ss. 25 25 4.00 
N .. Cohasset» Mass .. 6 1 7 4.14 ·378 .143 
Marshfield H., Mass 9 1 10 4.10 e3l6 .100 
South R. , Mass. 1 20 2 23 4.04 .:;66 e076 
Provincetolat~ Mass. 1 10 7 18 l~ .. 33 ·577 .1:;6 
Bamstable, Mass. 4 18 22 4.82 
·395 .084 
Fresh Pd. Str., Mass .. 1 25 4 30 li·o10 .402 o073 
Sisiwisset, Mass. 3 20 2 25 3e96 ·520 .. 104 
Coonamesset R. 9 Mass 1 2 13 9 25 4.20 e764 .. 153 
Ram Point, Conn .. 14 3 17 4.12 .416 .. 101 
Niantic Bay, Conn .. 3 3 4.oo 
-Rensselaer, N.Y. 1 18 6 25 4.20 .soo .100 
~e Beach, N .. Y. 17 17 4.oo 
A.cabonack Har .. , N .. Y. 19 1 20 4.o5 .224 .050 
Montauk,, N .. Y .. 16 2 18 4·.22 ·324 o076 
Middle Pond, N.Y. 1 24 25 3.96 .200 .040 
Pecouic R. ,, N .. Y .. 3 1 4 5·25 .. soo .. 250 Oonnetquot R., N .. Y. 6 6 5e00 
·-Coeymans Cr., N .. Y. 3 1 4 4.25 .. 500 o250 
Babylon, N .. Y. 2 22 1 25 3o96 ·351 o070 
Lindenhurst, .. N .. Y .. 1 11 1 13 4.00 e409 .113 
Bergen Beach, l'I .. Y. :; :; 4.oo 
Bergen Beach, N~Y. 9 2 11 4e18 .. 405 .122 
Schuylkill Re ,. Penn .. :; 21 1 25 4.92 .. 4oo .oao 
Harvey 8 s Lake; Penn. l. 1 5e00 
Som.tn~ • s pt .. , N" J .. 24 1 25 4 .. 04 .200 .o4o 
Bamega.t Bay, N .. J .. 5 17 3 25 3-92 ·572 .114 
Barnegat Bay, N .. J .. 5 5 4 .. 00 
OXford, J:;Id" 9 6 15 4.40 .. 507 .131 
Solomons,. Md .. 8 14 22 4.64 .492 el05 
Chesapeake Bay, !(de 1 1 5o00 
Pt. Patience, Md .. 1 1 2 4 4o25 ·917 o479 
OBL Pier, 1J!d .. 9 16 25 4.64 .490 .098 
CBL Pier, lJ!d .. 13 12 25 4.48 o50l .100 
CBL Pier,: I"ld. 11 1.4 25 4.56 ·507 olOl 
Patuxent R. , lYid .. 12 13 25 4.52 ·501 .100 
Patuxent R .. , Md" 5 19 1 25 4 .. 84 .. 472 o094 
Ra.ppalia:tmock R .. 11 : Va. 5 7 12 4.58 .458 ol32 Rappahannock Ro , Va. 9 9 18 4.50 ·515 ..121 
York R. ,! Va .. 4 4 1 9 4.67 ·707 .2:;6 
Burma 10 1 11 4.09 o302 e091 
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~able 2. Frequency distribution of dorsal fin rays in 
i\peltes guadracy.s, listed by collections. 
13' 14; -- §D SE Locality 9 lQ 11 12 N X 
Magdolen I .. , .. G .. St .. L. 3 3 12 .. 00 
B1deford R .. 9 P .. E.I .. 9 8 17 11.47 ·515 .. 125 
Miramichi R .. , l:r .. B .. 2 16 6 1 25 11.24 .663 .. 133 
Mitchell Bay, N .. s .. 2 1 1 4 11.75 ·958 .. 479 
Canso,: liT. s .. 1 5 3 9 11 .. 22 .667 .222 
\finter Harbor, Me .. 13 10 2 25 11.56 .650 .. 130 
Oranberr.y I., !.te. 4 6 8 1 19 11.32 .. 885 .203 
Freeport il' l(e .. 1 11 12 1 25 11.52 .653 ..131 
Casco Bay 11 !vie .. 1 1 2 11.50 ·101 .. 500 Salem, l~Iass • 1 10 14 l. 26 11 .. 58 .. 643 .126 
Broad Cove, lv!ass .. 1 4 9 11 25 11.20 .866 ol73 
1\f., Cohasset, !-1ass: .• 5 2 7 11.20 .488 .. 184 
Marshfield H.,. Mass .. 1 7 2 10 12 .. 10 e567 .. 179 
South R .. , )tass .. 7 16 23 11 .. 68 .. 470 .. 098 
Provincetot~, Mass .. 2 5 8 3 18 11.67 ·908 .214 
Barnstable, l(ass .. 6 11 5 22 11.82 111722 el54 
Fresh Pd .. Str., Mass. 1 3 16 10 30 11 .. 17 ·747 .136 SisiltTisset, l11Iass .. 12 9 4 25 11 .. 68. ·748 .. 150 
Coon~esset R., Mass. 1 8 13 3 25 11.72 ·737 .. 147 
Ram Point, Conn .. 10 7 17 11.41 o508 .123 
Niantic Bay, Com1. .. l 1 1 3 12 .. 00 1 .. 000 ·511 
Rensselaer, N.Y. 4 18 3 25 10 .. 96 ·538 .108 
Rfe Beach, N .. Y .. 2 6 7 2 17 11 .. 53 .. 875 .. 212 
Acabonack Har., N.Y .. 11 8 l 20 11 .. 50· .607 .. 136 
Montauk, N .. Y. 1 3 13 1 18 11078 .. 646 ..152 
Middle Pond, N.Y. 1 6 16 2 25 11 .. 76 .. 663 e133 
Peconic R .. , N.Y. 3 1 4 12 .. 25 .. soo e250 
Oonnetquot R., N.Y .. 1 3 2 6 12.17 ·752 .. 307 
Ooeym~1s Or., N.Y. l 1 2 4 10.25 ·958 .. 479 
Babylon, !I}' .. Y. 4 15 6 25 12.08 .. 640 e128 
Lindenhurst II N" y e 6 7 13 12 .. 54 .. 519 e144 
Bergen Beach, N.Y .. 1 4 6 11 11 .. 45 .688 0207 
Bergen Beach, N.Y .. l 0 2 3 11.33 1.160 .. 697 
Schuylkill R., Penn0 l 0 13 11 25 11 .. 36 ·100 .. 140 
Harvey ' s Lake, Penn. 1 1 12.00 
-Somer's Pt., N .. J. 3 17 4 1 25 12.12 .666 .. 133 
Barnegat Bay, N .. J .. 4 11 10 25 12 .. 24 e733 .. 147 
Barnegat Bay, N.J .. 5 5 12000 
- -Oxford, 1-id .. 7 1 1 15 11.60 .. 640 .. 165 
Solomons, Md .. 1 12 5 3 1 22 11$59 ·959 .204-Chesapeake Bay, l~d. 1 1 1:;$.00. .. ... 
Pt0 Patience, Md .. 1 3 4 11 .. 75 e500 .. 250 
OEL Pier, Md .. 2 12 9 1 l 25 11 .. 48 .. 871 .. 174 
CEL Pier, l.Yd. 2 9 12 2 25 11 .. 56 .. 768 .154 
OBL Pier, I~d .. 1 10 12 2 25 11 .. 60 o707 .. 141 
Patuxent R. ,. Md .. 3 12 8 2 25 11 .. 36 0811 .. 162 
Pe.tuxent R. , l~d. 3 8 13 1 25 11.48. ·110 .. 154 
Rappahannock R., Va. 3 6 3 12 12 .. 00 .. 707 .204 
Rappahann.oclt R .. ,, Va. 8 8 2 18 11 .. 66 .. 686 0162 
York R. t: Va .. 1 8 9 11 .. 89 ·331 0110 
Burma 1 4 11 11 .. 36 .. 505 .. 152 
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!!'able 3· Frequency d~stribution of anal fin rays in 
Apeltes guadracus, listed by collections. 
8 10 11 -Looalitx 7 2 N X SD SE 
Magdo1en I .. , G.St.L .. 1 2 3 g .. 67 e579 e334 
Bideford R., :P.E.I .. 5 10 2 17 8.82 .. 636 ol54 
Mir~iohi R.,. N.B .. 6 17 2 25 8 .. 84 ·554 elll 
Mitchell Bay, N.S. 3 l 4 9o25 .sao o250 
Canso,~ N .. s. l 5 2 l 9 a .. :;:; .. 866 .. 289 
'Gfinter Harbor, Me. l 8 14 2 25 8 ... 68 .. 689 .. 138 
Cranberry I .. , Me .. 2 9 7 l 19 8 .. 37 .761 .. 174 
Freeport, )ie .. 8 13 4 25 8 .. 84 .688 .. 138 
Casco Bay,. lv.te .. 2 2 10 .. 00 
- -Salem, Masso l 10 13 2 26 8.62 .. 697 el37 
Broad Cove,:Mass .. 10 12 3 25 8e72 o678 .. 136 
N. Cohasset,.Mass .. l 3 2 l 7 8.4:; e976 .369 
Marshfield Hilla, Masso 3 4 3 10 9e00 .817 e258 
South River, lJ.!ass. l 8 10 4 23 8 .. 74 .. 810 .. 169 
Provincetown, Masso 2 2 12 2 18 8.78 .. 809 .. 191 
Barnstable, Mass. 2 16 3 l 22 9 .. 14 .639 e136 
Fresh Pd. Str .. , l>!tass. 7 20 3 30 8 .. 87 ·572 e104 
Sisiwisset, Mass .. 8 15 2 25 8 .. 76 ·554 .. 111 
Ooone~esset R., Mass. 8 13 4 25 8 .. 84 .. 688 el38 
Ram. Point, Conn. 1 7 9 17 8 .. 47 .. 625 e15l 
l'liantic Bay, conn .. 2 l 3 g .. :;:; ·579 ·334 
Rensselaer, N.Y .. 2 13 8 2 25 8c.4o ~764 .. 153 
Rye Beach, N .. Y .. 3 9 5 17 ~hl2 .696 .. 169 
Acabonack Har., N .. Y. 4 14 2 20 8.90 
·552 .. 123 
Montauk, li. Y. .. 3 8 6 18 9 .. 28 .826 o195 
:CJ!1dd1e Pond, N .. Y. .. 6 14 5 25 8.96 .. 676 ol35 
Peconic R .. , N., Y. .. 1 l 2 4 9·25 ·958 e479 Connetquot R .. , N .. Y. 2 3 l 6 8 .. 8:; ·752 .. 307 Ooeyman's Or., N.Y. .. 3 1. 4 8.25 ·500 -250 
Babylon, N .. Y. .. 2 14 9 25 9 .. 28 .. 614 .123 
Lindenhurst, N .. Y .. l 6 6 13 9o38 .. 650 .180 
Bergen Beach, N.Y. .. 2 7 2 11 9 .. 00 .. 6:;:; .. 191 
Bergen Beach, N .. Y. .. 2 1 3 8 .. 33 ·579 ·334 Schuylkill R., Penn .. 1 10 14 25 8.52 ..586 o1l7 
Harvey ' s Lake, Pe:nn. 1 1 8.oo 
Somer8 s Point, N.J. l 12 ll 1 25 9 .. 48 .653 .. 131 
Barnegat. Bay, N .. J. 1 2 7 12 3 25 9o56 c.961 ol92 
Barnegat Bay, ~r .. J,. 3 2 5 9~40 .s48 .24·5 
Oxford, Md .. l 6 6 2 15 8.60 .. 828 .214 
Solomons, Md .. 4 15 3 22 8 .. 95 s575 .. 123 
Chesapeake Bay, Md. 1 l g .. oo 
-Pt .. Patience, Md .. 3 1 4 9·25 e500 e250 
CBL Pier, Md. 5 15 5 25 9 .. 00 .,646 .129 
CBL P:ier, Md .. 12 9 3 1 25 8.72 .. 843 .168 
CBL Pier, Md. 11 ·10 4 25 8.72 
·737 el47 
Patuxent R .. , 1Jld,. 1 8 12 3 1 25 8 .. 80 .. 866 ol73 
Patuxent R .. 11 Md .. 4 16 5 25 9 .. 04 .611 .. 122 Rappahannock R., Va. 2 7 2 1 12 9el7 ·565 .163 
Rappahannoclt R .. , Vae 2 9 7 18 9 .. 28 .669 .. 158 
York River, Va .. l 8 9 9o89 .. 331 .110 
Burma 1 1 8 1 11 8.82 ·751 .226 
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Table .lf ... Frequency distribution of vertebrae in 
.A-oelte s gua.d.racus, listed by locality .. 
J:..Qca1it;t 30 ,21 32 23_!L_~i" SD --~-
M1ratn1ol'l1 R .. ,; !~.B .. 1 2 ll 4 18 32.00 e767 .181 
\"linter Harbor, !~e .. 1 3 15 1 20 31.80 .. 616 .. 138 
Broad Cove, Mass .. 7 13 3 23 31.83 .650 .. 136 
Barnstable, Mass .. ll 4 15 31 .. 07 e258 .. 067 
Schuylkill R .. , Penn .. 8 12 2 22 31 .. 73 .. 631 .134 
Barnegat Bay,, N .. J. 3 19 1 23 31 .. 91 .. 417 .. 087 
Oxford, Md .. 6 9 15 31 .. 60 e507 ..131 
Rappahannock R .. , va .. 1 4 10 2 17 31 .. 76 e752 .. 182 
York R .. , Va .. 2 5 2 9 31 .. 00 e707 ..236 
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Tab~e 5 .. Oompar1son of some morphometric characters in 
two samp~ea o~ Apeltes ouadracus,. expressed as 
percentages ot standard length. 
SL = standard length; H = head; 0 = orbit; 
PrD = predorsal length; PoD = postdorsal length; 
OP = caudal peduncle; D • depth. 
Lindenhurst, N .. Y .. 
No. SL(mm) H 0 PrD PoD OP D 
1e 25 .. 2 29 9 .. 1 50 50 3 .. 2 21 
2 .. 26 .. 8 26 g .. o 51 49 3 .. 0 21 
'" 
25 .. 1 27 8 .. o 50 50 ; .. 2 19 
4 .. 21 .. 5 28 g .. ; 47 53 3·7 19 
5· 25·7 27 8 .. 6 48 52 :; .. 1 22 
Rensselaer, .. I~ .. Y .. 
:No .. SL(mm) H 0 PrD PoD CP D , ............ ......,_,. 
~" 28 .. 4 27 8.4 48 52 2.8 18 2. 35·3 26 8o2 50 50 ; .. 1 21 ; .. ;~ .. :; 28 8.6 49 51 2.9 18 
4 .. 29-4 29 8 .. 8 50 50 3 .. 1 19 
5· 29 .. 5 27 9e2 50 50 3(1)0 19 
Figure 1. Correlation between dorsal spines &~d dorsal 
fin rays in Apeltes gua4r_~oyg. 
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Figure 2. Correlation betlveen dorsal spines a11.d a:ttal 
tin rays in ~el;t~! guadz:agys .. 
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Graphic analysis o~ vertebrae in Anelt~s 
9.uadracu~. (After Hubbs and Hubbs, 195:3)., 
Each horizontal line = the range; each vert-
ical line = the mean; the long rectangle = 
one standard deviation on either side or the 
mean; the short, darl~ rectangle enclosed 
within it = two standard errors on either 
aide of the mean. 
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Figure 5o Graphic analysis of dorsal tin rays 
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The tour-spined stickleback shows a variation of 30-
33 vertebrae, 9-14 dorsal fin rays, 7-ll anal tin rays, and 
2-6 dorsal spines. No correlation exists between any of 
the characters except dorsal and anal rays, 1~ich are 
strongly correlated. 
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Vertebrae shol'll' a sligltt tendency 'to decrease in number 
from north to south, while dorsal and anal rays and dorse.l 
spines vary irregularly throughout the range of the species, 
with no significant difference between populations at either 
end of the re.11ge. Individual differences, however, are 
sufficient to divide the species into subspecies end races, 
using the criteria of moder.n taxonomists. But the presence 
of clines, plus the fact, that betl"Ieen. any two populations, 
no matter how divergent, intergrading populations can be 
found throughout the range ot the species, suggests that 
the variation encountered may be environmental and not 
genetic .. 
Numerous field and experimental studies, reported in 
the li'terature, have revealed many different and often con-
trasting correla'tions between environmental factors and 
meristic characters. Taning (1952) sholv-ed that each mer-
istic character in Salmo !_rutta has its O\in phenocritical 
period, and was able to produce a range in means of 3.2 
vertebrae in offspring of the same parents by vaeymg the 
temperature during the phenocrit1cal period. The pheno-
critical period for anal rays was found to overlap slight-
ly with that of the vertebrae, while dorsal and pectoral 
rays are determined much later. 'faning found that verte-
brae, and in part anal raws, ··are mainly determined geno-
typically, while dorsal and pectoral rays are determined 
phenotypice.lly. 
Heuts (1947) shO\ied that there exists in the European 
stickleback, gasterosteus aculea~, the phenomenon of two 
adaptive peaks. Natural selection favors those individuals 
with low mean plate numbers in waters of low salinity, and 
those with high mean plate numbers at high salinities. 
Heu.ts (1949) found that fin rey numbers in both types are 
similarly modifiable by temperature within their ow.n re-
spective habitats. 
The findings of Taning and Heu.ts may help to explain 
the pa'ttern of' variation 1n 4pel'te£! 9,'9:&dracus. The varia-
tion encountered in mean vertebral numbers may be due to 
the temperature lability of' a single genotype, indicating 
that no intraspecific categories should be recognized. 
Since dorsal and anal rays are correlated with each other 
but not with vertebrae or spines, they probably develop a~ 
about the same time in ontogeny and may be highly modifiable 
by temperature. 
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As spines show no correlation with the other characters 
considered,~ a different explanation for their variation is 
offered. Cox (1923) found a distinct cor1~lation between 
spine number and salinity in Apeltes guadracu& in the Mari-
time Provinces. I have found a similar~ though imperfect 
correlation in several localities, with four-spined indi-
viduals more abundant at higl~ salinities, and five-spined 
individuals predominant at low salinities. selective 
mechanism similar to the one described by Heuts is believed 
responsible,, with many-spined individuals being selected 
tor at loli' salinities, and falter-spined il'ldividuals being 
favored at high salinities. 
T.he explanations offered here are conjectural, and 
alternatives could be given. Only further study, especial-
ly experimental '\'fork, may fully explain the variation in 
Apeltes guadracus. 
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